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Primary results are summarized for a three-part study involving the effects of connecting a MOD-0A wind turbine generator to an isolated diesel power system. The MOD-0A installation considered was the third of four experimental nominal 200 kW wind turbines connected to various utilities under the Federal Wind Energy Program and was characterized by the highest wind energy penetration levels of four sites. The study analyses address: fuel displacement, dynamic interaction, and three modes.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report summarizes the primary results of a three-part study involving the effects of connecting a MOD-OA wind turbine generator to an isolated diesel power system. The subject utility is that owned and operated by the Block Island Power Company (BIPCO). The MOD-OA installation here was the third of four experimental nominal 200 kW wind turbines connected to various utilities under the Federal Wind Energy Program. The BIPCO installation was characterized by the highest wind energy penetration levels of the four sites and, as such, was adjudged the best candidate for conducting the data acquisition and analysis effort that is the subject of this study.

The three-phases of the study analysis address: 1) fuel displacement, 2) dynamic interaction, and 3) three modes of reactive power control. These analyses all have as their basis the results of the data acquisition program conducted during 1982 from February into April on Block Island, Rhode Island.

The major conclusions of the study are as follows.

Phase I - Fuel Study

- The rate of fuel displacement by the experimental MOD-OA on Block Island is equal to the incremental fuel consumption rate of the diesel unit on load frequency control.

- Diesel engine throttle activity resulting from wind gusts which change the wind turbine output does not significantly influence fuel consumption.

- The MOD-OA wind turbine on Block Island, Rhode Island displaced 25,700 lbs. of the diesel fuel during the test period, representing a calculated reduction in fuel consumption of 6.7% while generating 11% of the total electrical energy.
Phase II - Dynamic Interaction

- Power and voltage transients due to MOD-OA normal startup and shutdown were of insignificant magnitude as were the cyclic power variations due to the tower-shadow effect.
- MOD-OA power fluctuations under fixed pitch operation were compensated for by the diesel governor control resulting in system frequency and voltage variations no greater than present without the MOD-OA.
- MOD-OA operation under variable pitch (constant power) control showed an increased amplitude low frequency oscillation (.9 rad/s) that was still within acceptable limits. Linear analysis demonstrated the oscillation amplitude was reducible by changes in diesel governor and blade pitch control settings.

Phase III - Reactive Power Control

- No significant differences in frequency or voltage behavior were found among any of the three control modes. A simulation study indicated that constant power factor control provided the best transient stability and constant voltage control the least.
- The low frequency reactive var component caused by the combination of the MOD-OA, system load and wind dynamics was found to flow from generators under constant voltage control to those under either fixed field or constant power factor control.
- Constant var control was preferred because of its ability to provide a smooth source of reactive power and still exhibit good transient stability.

Overall Study Conclusion

In terms of fuel savings, the acceptability of the dynamics interaction effects observed and the sufficiency of the excitation control, it is concluded that wind turbine generation is an acceptable option even under adverse isolated utility operating conditions.
1.0 BLOCK ISLAND UTILITY AND SITE CHARACTERISTICS

1.1 Load Characteristics

During the three months data-gathering effort, the Block Island Power Company (BIPCO) was in the winter configuration wherein only two diesel units were in operation -- normally one on fixed throttle and the other governor controlled. A typical weekly power demand curve is the following.

As seen, the minimum load extends down to 250 kW so that for the 150 kW MOD-OA rating, the wind power penetration is some 60%.

1.2 Operational Considerations

The following operational constraints were applied to the BIPCO system.

1. Nominal MOD-OA rating of 200 kW (at 40 rev/min) was reduced to 150 kW (at 31.5 rev/min) so that overall energy capture was maximized for the particular wind regime on Block Island.
2. WTG turned off from 12:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. to avoid operating governed diesel near zero load which because of low engine temperature would risk damage fire due to oil accumulation in exhaust stack.

3. Utilization of WTG power restricted because of operational constraints unique to BIPCO utility.

1.3 Data Acquisition

Some 40 variables were recorded on magnetic FM tape with 8 of these going to an on-line strip chart recorder for immediate monitoring. Digital processing was also part of the overall operation. A pictorial broadly describing the data acquisition system appears below:
2.0 ENERGY CONVERSION ANALYSIS

Quantifying the effective fuel displacement (savings) due to MOD-OA operation is the principal objective of this analysis. Beginning with an analysis of prospective factors affecting fuel displacement, each is evaluated in terms of the results provided by the data analysis.

2.1 Prospective Fuel Displacement Properties of the WTG

Three major postulated factors that determine the difference between fuel displaced based on gross wind turbine electrical output power and the actual fuel displaced are given by the following pie chart.

The most obvious of these components is the "efficiency" segment which naturally must be non-zero. The designation "auxiliaries" relates to the fact that the yaw control motor and fans consume power. "Throttle motion" is an efficiency component which theorizes that rapidly fluctuating diesel throttle operation will be less efficient than constant or slowly varying throttle operation.
2.2 Diesel Efficiency Characteristics

Measurement of fuel mass flow rate vs. electrical power output on a 15 minute average basis yields for the three diesel units:

This observed linear characteristic -- fuel flow = incremental fuel flow x kW + idle fuel flow is converted to a diesel efficiency characteristic given by:

\[
\text{Efficiency} = \frac{\text{kWh output}}{\text{time} \times \text{idle fuel flow} + \text{kWh} \times \text{incremental fuel flow}}
\]
The diesel efficiency resulting are shown below:

2.3 Throttle Activity Effects

Wind power variations translate to corresponding throttle variation on the governor controlled diesel(s). A measure of increased fuel consumption vs. throttle speed using a .5 second interval between data points produces:
This plot, which surveys a 15-minute period of operation, is typical of other intervals examined and, as such, points out the fact that throttle activity is not a significant factor in fuel displacement.

2.4 Actual Fuel Displacement Result

The incremental fuel efficiencies of the particular diesel unit dictate the degree of fuel displacement. The results using diesel unit #9 show an incremental fuel consumption rate of .49 lbs. of fuel per kWh of net wind turbine power, while for #10 it is .57 lbs. per kWh.

The summary for unit #9 is given by the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diesel unit (unit #9) incremental fuel consumption</td>
<td>0.49 lbs. fuel/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gross MOD-OA wind turbine energy</td>
<td>56,900 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD-OA wind turbine auxiliary energy</td>
<td>4,470 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>displaced fuel (line 2 - line 3) x line 1</td>
<td>25,700 lbs. (3560 gal.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gross energy generated (diesel and wind turbine)</td>
<td>496,000 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total fuel burned</td>
<td>358,000 lbs. (49,800 gal.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the test period, the MOD-OA wind turbine generated 10.7% of the system electrical energy requirement and reduced fuel usage by 6.7%.
3.0 DYNAMIC INTERACTION

Identifying and quantifying any abnormal dynamic behavior when the MOD-OA WTG was connected to the Block Island utility is the principal objective of the analysis. Because of the high level of WTG penetration (up to 60%), the measured efforts are representative of the worst that would be expected on such a typical isolated diesel utility system.

3.1 Modes of Operation Examined for Dynamic Interaction

The four modes are:

1. Startup and synchronization: Variable blade pitch angle is controlled to bring wind alternator speed and angle to within desired limits so that closing in the breaker to the utility will result in acceptable voltage, frequency/power disturbances.

2. Shutdown and cutout: There are several types within this mode - (1) normal, (2) emergency, (3) critical. All have the function of removing the WTG from the utility. The first and second do it by initially ramping the WTG power to zero after which the breaker is opened (minimizing system disturbances), while, for the third, brakes are applied to the WTG and the breaker is opened immediately.

3. Fixed pitch operation: Rotor blades have an inclination from horizontal (pitch) so that maximum wind energy is converted -- blade pitch controller dynamics are absent.

4. Variable pitch (constant power) operation: Blade pitch controller dynamically controlling to an average power setpoint -- blade pitch controller dynamics are present.
3.2 Results of Dynamic Interaction Data Measurement Analysis

BIPCO Dynamic Characteristics without WTG

In combination with typical Block Island customer load variations, the governor control characteristics and diesel generator dynamics of those units used over the test period (#9 and #10) yield a fluctuating power system frequency illustrated in the following figure:
The major frequency component visible here is about 1 rad/s.

Dynamic Behavior During WTG Startup
The preceding figure shows the following sequence of events: (1) blade pitch angle being varied to bring generator up to nominal speed, (2) tie-breaker closing (synchronizing) when microprocessor senses speed/phase requirement meet, (3) ramp up of WG power by changing pitch angle. The wind tower shadow effect is visible as a 6.6 rad/s variation and it is seen that the diesel governor control is compensating for this component as well as the low frequency wind induced variation.

Dynamic Behavior During Shutdown and Cutout
In the preceding figure the event sequence shown is: (1) fixed blade pitch operation followed by variable pitch due to sizable wind gust, (2) microprocessor signals shutdown and blade pitch ramped down bringing WTG power to zero at which time the tie-breaker opens.

Dynamic Interaction During Fixed Pitch Mode
The preceding figure is an example of how system frequency behaves when the WTG blade pitch is fixed. Both the fluctuational load characteristics of BIPCO system and wind gust activity produce the frequency variations observed.

**Dynamic Interaction During Variable Pitch (Constant Power) Mode**

Variable blade pitch control exists over this interval. Low frequency oscillation of .9 rad/s is visible and is not correlated with wind profile thereby suggesting blade pitch control is either giving rise to or amplifying this component.
3.3 Linear Modeling Analysis

By means of a simple linearized model, the primary mechanism involved in the production/amplification of the low frequency component is identified. The starting point conceptual model is shown on the left below with the resulting operational transfer functions on the right:
The responses to a step in wind power for several parametric changes to the model appear as follows:

From the parameters given in the block diagram, it is seen that with pitch control active, the response is underdamped with a natural frequency corresponding to that in the data (approximately .9 rad/s). Shown also is the potential improvement when the programmed pitch proportional and integral control constants are multiplied by a factor of 8 and .4, respectively.
4.0 REACTIVE VOLT-AMPERE REGULATION MODES

Evaluating the effects of three methods of reactive power control (wind alternator field excitation control) is the primary purpose of this phase of the analysis. The solid-state regulator which drives a brushless exciter was adjustable to produce one of three control modes: (1) constant var, (2) constant power factor (PF), or (3) constant terminal voltage. The resulting configuration appears in the following figure:

![Diagram of reactive volt-ampere regulation modes]

4.1 Basic Characteristics of Each Type of Control

1. Constant var - maintains a fixed value of reactive power out of WT alternator so as to provide synchronism and avoid an excessive lowering of the utility system voltage.

2. Constant PF - causes the WTG to appear electrically as a negative constant impedance load; normally has a higher synchronism capability than constant var method; voltage regulation poorest of three methods.

3. Constant voltage - synchronism capability worst of three methods; voltage regulation best of three.

4.2 Results of Data Measurement Analysis

Little difference was observed with regard to the effect on system voltage and frequency behavior among any of the three methods, making any of them usable insofar as the Block Island installation was concerned.
The following figure illustrates a significant phenomenon that interrelates the dynamic reactive power behavior among the diesel generators and WTG:

Here, the WTG is under constant var control, diesel unit #9 has governor control and constant voltage regulation, unit #8 has fixed throttle and fixed excitation. The oscillatory component is the nominal 0.9 rad/s that dominates under blade pitch control. It is seen that the constant var control and the WTG is quite effective in dynamically maintaining constant vars. The variational var requirement on the controlled diesel is increased because of the non-controlled diesel -- the latter appearing as an inductive load (var sink) to the variational component even though it is a steady-state var source.

When the MOD-OA alternator is being excited using constant power factor control, the following figure shows that it, like diesel unit #8, is absorbing the variational component by vars:
Under constant voltage control, the WTG and controlled diesel reactive power variational components are in phase as shown in the following figure:
4.3 Simulation Model Analysis

The dynamic simulation of the WT alternator and the three methods of excitation was undertaken to enable a quantitative comparison of performance and also as a check to insure that no parasitic instabilities might exist which were possibly masked in the data measurement. The following figure shows the system simulated with the control parameters given:
Shown below are the system angle and terminal voltage responses to a wind torque step applied to the model. These confirm the inherent behavior of the three types of control and show some of the higher order dynamic effects.
In order to disseminate the results contained in this study (Volume II) and, in particular, make them more readily assimilable to the utility industry, the following three papers, each addressing one phase of the investigation, were written and presented at consecutive IEEE Power Engineering Society meetings.


A fourth paper, integrating and summarizing the information in the three IEEE papers was presented at the 1984 American Power Conference. Copies of the IEEE papers may be found on the following pages. Since the American Power Conference paper was a summary paper containing essentially the same information as the preceding Executive Summary text, it is not included in this appendix.
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Abstract — The Block Island Power Company (BIPCO), on Block Island, Rhode Island, operates an isolated electric power system consisting of diesel generation and an experimental wind turbine. The 150-kW wind turbine, designated MOD-OA by the U.S. Department of Energy is typically operated in parallel with two diesel generators to serve an average winter load of 350 kW. Wind generation serves up to 60% of the system demand depending on wind speed and total system load. Results of diesel fuel consumption measurements are given for the diesel units operated in parallel with the wind turbine and again without the wind turbine. The fuel consumption data are used to calculate the amount of fuel displaced by wind energy. Results indicate that the wind turbine displaced 25,700 lbs. of the diesel fuel during the test period, representing a calculated reduction in fuel consumption of 6.7% while generating 11% of the total electrical energy. The amount of displaced fuel depends on operating conditions and system load. It is also shown that diesel engine throttle activity resulting from wind gusts which rapidly change the wind turbine output do not significantly influence fuel consumption.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Wind Energy Program was established to enable research and development on various applications of wind energy systems. The program was originally administered by the National Science Foundation and is currently directed and funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. One phase of the program involves the design, fabrication, and experimental operation of large horizontal axis wind turbines. This part of the program is managed by the Lewis Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The first wind turbine generators to be placed into utility operation under this program were four, 200-kW horizontal axis machines designated MOD-OA. A MOD-OA machine was installed on Block Island, Rhode Island in mid-1979, and was modified for 150-kW maximum output in October, 1980. The experimental wind turbine was operated until June, 1982 in parallel with existing diesel generation owned by Block Island Power Company (BIPCO).

The purpose of the MOD-OA experimental installation was to obtain early operation and performance data while gaining experience in the operation of a large wind turbine in various utility environments. The Block Island installation represents the highest wind penetration of all MOD-OA sites with wind generation serving up to 60% of the total system demand.

The objective of this fuel usage investigation was to quantify the influence of the wind turbine on diesel fuel consumption by determining the amount of fuel displaced by wind energy. In order to meet this objective, a complete instrumentation and data recording package was installed on three BIPCO diesel generators to monitor fuel flow rate, throttle position and various electrical parameters including generator power output. Data from the diesel instrumentation were simultaneously recorded with data from the wind turbine to study the influence of the wind turbine on fuel consumption.

Four (4) factors may influence diesel fuel consumption during parallel operation:

1) gross wind turbine output
2) wind turbine auxiliaries
3) change in diesel efficiency due to change in diesel load
4) reduced diesel efficiency due to throttle activity

Gross wind turbine output reduces overall diesel fuel consumption by contributing electrical energy without using fuel as illustrated in Figure 1.

Wind turbine auxiliaries including controls, instrumentation, heating and air conditioning increase diesel fuel consumption by using electrical energy that would otherwise serve utility customers. Auxiliary energy can be subtracted from the gross output and the result considered as the net wind turbine output.

Diesel efficiency under steady state conditions is primarily a function of load. Diesel engines are more efficient at higher loads. Increased wind generation drives diesel output down, causing the diesel to operate at lower efficiency and tending to increase specific fuel consumption as shown in Figure 1.

**Figure 1 — Fuel Displaced by Wind Turbine**
Wind gusts cause rapid wind turbine output fluctuations which are compensated by diesel output changes to hold constant frequency. Rapid or extreme diesel throttle variations can increase fuel consumption by degrading diesel efficiency. This is also illustrated in Figure 1.

Overall influence of the wind turbine on fuel consumption is determined by quantifying the four (4) factors to establish net displaced fuel. This quantity may be positive or negative.

BIPCO is an investor-owned electric utility which serves Block Island, Rhode Island. BIPCO is not electrically interconnected to any other utility. Major characteristics of the BIPCO system are summarized in Table 1.

### Table 1

**BIPCO Generation and Peak Load**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak load (summer 1981)</th>
<th>1,800 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(winter 1981)</td>
<td>450 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Active Generation Capacity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(summer) unit #9</th>
<th>400 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>1,140 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12</td>
<td>1,000 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(winter) unit #8</th>
<th>225 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>400 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>500 kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**System Heat Rate (ave. 5 years)** 17,600 Btu/kWh

**Fuel**

No. 2 fuel oil

The principal economic base on Block Island is summer tourism. In 1982 there were 611 winter residents, engaging mainly in maintenance and construction for the summer season. Other activities include support of the labor force (restaurants, hotels) and some fishing. There is no heavy industry, so the electrical load is residential and commercial.

Electrical energy consumption during the winter months peaks in the morning and evening at 450 kW. Minimum winter load occurs during early morning hours (2-4 a.m.) and was observed to be 260 kW. The study was conducted during the winter months when wind turbine penetration is the highest.

BIPCO usually operates two diesel generators in parallel with the 150-kW MOD-OA wind turbine. This typically includes unit #8, a 225-kW diesel generator and unit #9, a 400-kW diesel generator. A 500-kW diesel generator (unit #10) is sometimes in place of unit #9. The wind turbine is operated as wind is available. Typical unit loadings are given in Table 2.

### Table 2

**Typical Winter Generation Unit Loads**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Low Wind</th>
<th>High Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diesel unit #8</td>
<td>225 kW</td>
<td>100 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD-OA WT</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System load</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unit #8 is run with constant throttle position (ungoverned) resulting in constant power output. Unit #9 maintains system frequency with a speed governor and also controls bus voltage with an active voltage regulator. Changes in wind turbine output are replaced by unit #9 output. The MOD-OA experimental wind turbine is automatically controlled by a microprocessor to generate power to a preset limit as wind is available.

### FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The BIPCO diesel generators (units #8, 9, and 10) and MOD-OA wind turbine were instrumented for unattended data collection for a period of two months during the winter. Information about each of the diesel units was simultaneously recorded with wind turbine data on magnetic tape. Selected analog signals were also monitored with a strip chart recorder. Tapes and strip charts were then returned from the field for cataloguing and analysis.

**Instrumentation**

An instrumentation package was installed on each of three (3) diesel generators used during the test period (units #8, 9, 10) and the MOD-OA turbine generator. Transducers converted measurements to analog signals. The data were recorded on magnetic tape using the DOE/NASA Engineering Data Acquisition System as shown in Figure 2. This recording system also includes strip chart monitors for selected channels. Quantities measured and recorded are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 3
Quantities Measured and Recorded for the Wind Turbine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>real power</td>
<td>kilowatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reactive power</td>
<td>kilovars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase current</td>
<td>amperes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase potential</td>
<td>volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical frequency</td>
<td>hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blade pitch angle</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotational speed</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nacelle direction</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaw torque</td>
<td>N-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaw error</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blade bending movement</td>
<td>N-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind speed at hub</td>
<td>m/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind speed at tower (30', 100', 150')</td>
<td>m/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Quantities Measured and Recorded for each Diesel Generator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>real power</td>
<td>kilowatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reactive power</td>
<td>kilovars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase current</td>
<td>amperes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line potential</td>
<td>volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field current</td>
<td>amperes (dc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field potential</td>
<td>volts (dc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical frequency</td>
<td>hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel mass flowrate</td>
<td>lbm/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diesel throttle position</td>
<td>degrees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure

Data were continuously collected on diesel and wind turbine operation for two months. The information was automatically recorded with the exception of manual strip chart and magnetic tape changes for a few minutes every three days. A typical strip chart record is shown in Figure 3. Selected channels were recorded on the strip chart for monitoring purposes. A complete analog record was made on the magnetic tape.

During the test period, BIPCO personnel cooperated by shifting responsibility for load frequency control to various diesel units. This allowed collection of operating data for each diesel in base load and in frequency control modes. In base load operation, the diesel engine throttle does not change position. Under load frequency control, the engine throttle moves continuously in order to maintain system frequency. This comparison is important because the influence of throttle activity on fuel consumption is one factor to be evaluated.

ANALYSIS

The objective of this analysis was to determine the amount of diesel fuel displaced by the MOD-OA wind turbine on Block Island. The DOE/NASA Engineering Data Acquisition System was used to collect a comprehensive data base capable of supporting several different analyses.

8 FUEL FLOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>400 lbs/hr</th>
<th>10 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 POWER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>300 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 FUEL FLOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>400 lbs/hr</th>
<th>10 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 POWER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>600 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WIND POWER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>250 kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 THROTTLE ROTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 THROTTLE ROTATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREQ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>61 Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>59 Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 — Sample Strip Chart Record

Diesel Unit Input/Output Characteristics

During the two-month testing period, three diesel units were utilized by BIPCO. Input/output curves were developed for each unit by measuring fuel input for various constant levels of power output while the unit was based loaded. Input/output curves for each unit are given in Figure 4 based on a fifteen minute average of input and output to account for small variations about the set point. The locus of input/output points for each diesel can be described by a straight line with reasonable accuracy. The input/output curves for each diesel were then converted to efficiency curves by dividing output by input over the diesel operating range. Efficiency characteristics for each diesel are given in Figure 5.

Incremental Fuel Consumption

As the wind turbine increases power output, each kilowatt of wind generation replaces a kilowatt of diesel generation. The amount of fuel displaced is determined by the slope of the diesel input/output characteristic having units of lbs. of fuel per hour per kilowatt. The slope of each line shown in Fig. 4 is given in Table 5. This slope, the incremental fuel consumption, was found to be essentially constant for the diesel units under test. The change in diesel output (equal to the change in wind turbine output) multiplied by the incremental fuel consumption yields the displaced fuel.
Throttle position, in degrees of rotation, was continuously recorded for the diesel unit on load frequency control. RIPCO typically has two diesel units on line with only one of the two regulating frequency. The remaining unit holds constant throttle position. Throttle activity was then quantified by comparing total angular travel over a time interval and dividing by the interval of time. Since both directions of travel are taken as positive, the computed parameter becomes average throttle angular speed, thus providing a measure of throttle activity.

Fuel consumption for each diesel was examined as a function of throttle activity. A summary of this analysis is given in Figure 6. Note that only units 9 and 10 are included because unit 8 is always baseloaded with no throttle travel. From Figure 4 the fuel consumption for each diesel under baseload condition is known. This provides a reference to compare fuel consumption under various levels of throttle activity. Fuel consumption under base load conditions was subtracted from the measured consumption at various levels of throttle activity and expressed as a percentage change in consumption. Throttle activity was quantified as average throttle angular speed.

RESULTS

The results of the fuel consumption analysis are summarized in Figure 7. Two examples are illustrated in Figure 7 corresponding to the unit loads for "low wind" and "high wind" of Table 2. Unit #8 is loaded to a constant 100 kW and unit #9 provides the balance. Fuel consumption reduction is shown for 25 kilowatts and for 150 kilowatts of net wind turbine output. Note that throttle activity has been neglected because it was found to have no significant influence on this result.

When unit #9 is under load frequency control, each kilowatt-hour of net wind generation displaces 0.49 lbs. (0.067 gal) of fuel. This is equal to the incremental fuel consumption rate for unit #9. When unit #9 is replaced by unit #10, each kilowatt-hour of net wind generation displaces 0.57 lbs. (0.078 gal) of fuel.

A summary of fuel usage and displacement is given in Table 6. During the test period, unit #9 was used for load frequency control. Therefore, each kilowatt-hour generated by the wind turbine displaced 0.49 lbs. (0.067 gal) of fuel. Since the wind turbine auxiliaries consume electrical energy, the wind turbine auxiliary energy meter reading is subtracted from gross wind turbine output before total displaced fuel is calculated. During the test period, the MOD-OA wind turbine generated 11% of the system gross electrical energy requirement, based on calculations, and reduced fuel usage by 6.7%.
Figure 7 — Fuel Displacement Results

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Displacement Results for Test Period*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) diesel unit (unit #9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incremental fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) gross MOD-OA wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turbine energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) MOD-OA wind turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxiliary energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) displaced fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(line 2 - line 3) x line 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) gross energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(diesel and wind turbine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) total fuel burned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 6 is based on unit #9 incremental fuel consumption because this unit was used for load frequency control during the test period.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The rate of fuel displacement by the experimental MOD-OA on Block Island is equal to the incremental fuel consumption rate of the diesel unit on load frequency control.

2. Diesel engine throttle activity resulting from wind gusts which change the wind turbine output does not significantly influence fuel consumption.

3. The MOD-OA wind turbine on Block Island, Rhode Island displaced 25,700 lbs. of the diesel fuel during the test period, representing a calculated reduction in fuel consumption of 6.7% while generating 11% of the total electrical energy.
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Abstract - The Block Island Power Company (BIPCO), on Block Island, Rhode Island, operates an isolated electric power system consisting of diesel generation and an experimental wind turbine. The 150-kW wind turbine, designated MOD-0A by the U.S. Department of Energy is typically operated in parallel with two diesel generators to serve an average winter load of 350 kW. As part of an experimental program to evaluate wind turbine generator performance on the isolated diesel power system, the recordings from an extensive data measurement effort were reviewed and analyzed to define the nature of the dynamic interaction effects. The data were collected over a three-month period on the system to which the DOE/NASA experimental wind turbine was connected. During this time, the diesel units were lightly loaded resulting in up to 60% of the total load being supplied by the MOD-0A in periods of severely gusting winds. In three of the modes of normal MOD-0A operation -- startup - synchronization, shutdown/cutout, and continuous fixed pitch running -- power, frequency and voltage transients were comparable with those produced by typical load changes on the diesel system alone. In the fourth mode, variable pitch (constant power) control, a significant reduction in system damping sometimes occurred which gave rise to increased frequency and voltage perturbations under gusty wind conditions. Based on a linear model of the system it is shown that changes in control system settings could be made to improve damping. The main study conclusion is that wind turbine generation, even when providing a large portion of the power required by an isolated utility, can be a practical option resulting in system disturbances no greater than those found in conventional diesel systems.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Wind Energy Program was established to enable research and development on various applications of wind energy systems. The program was originally administered by the National Science Foundation, and is currently directed and funded by the U.S. Department of Energy. One phase of the program involves the design, fabrication, and experimental operation of large horizontal axis wind turbines. This part of the program is managed by the Lewis Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The first wind turbine generators (WTG) to be placed into utility operation under this program were four 200-kW horizontal axis machines designated MOD-0A. The third MOD-0A machine was installed on Block Island, Rhode Island on July 24, 1979, and was modified for 150-kW maximum output in October, 1980. The experimental wind turbine was operated until June, 1982, in parallel with existing diesel generation owned by (BIPCO). During this three-year period some 586,000 kWh of wind generated power was produced, and there were over 8,500 hours of successful synchronous operation and approximately 4,300 start-stop cycles. During this period voltage fluctuations were not noticeable to customers.

The purpose of the MOD-0A experimental installation was to obtain early operation and performance data while gaining experience in the operation of a large wind turbine in various utility environments. The BIPCO installation represents the highest wind penetration of all MOD-0A sites with wind generation serving up to 60% of the total system demand.

In a previous paper the results of a fuel consumption study were presented for the BIPCO installation with the MOD-0A wind turbine connected in its 350 kW configuration. The present study focuses upon the dynamic interaction investigation for the purpose of quantifying any increased disturbances to BIPCO resulting from connection of the MOD-0A wind turbine generator.

The BIPCO system is detailed in Figure 1 and shows the wind turbine interconnection. Because the tests were conducted during the low power use season (winter), few of the diesel units were connected -- typically only the #8 and #9 units were on line. Such operation represented the conditions where severe transient disturbances and dynamic interactions could be expected.

Figure 1 - BIPCO Generation System and DOE/NASA MOD-0A Wind Turbine Generators (WTG)
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The instrumentation package used to record some 40 variables versus time and store the results on magnetic tape and strip chart recordings has been described in previous reports. For the purposes of studying dynamic interactions, relatively few of the recorded variables are necessary. The significant response characteristic will be revealed in either the power, frequency or voltage time profiles. Additional variables such as diesel generator throttle position, wind turbine blade pitch angle and nacelle wind speed were also utilized in developing the linear dynamic model used in evaluating system performance.

ANALYSIS

Monitoring the Block Island MOD-OA installation for dynamic interactions took place during the period from February through April 1982. During this time, a large volume of data were recorded. This analysis consists of reviewing the data to define the nature of interactive behavior and to evaluate the most severe transient disturbances.

There are principally four modes of operation for which it is desired to examine dynamic interaction:

1. Startup and synchronization of the wind turbine generator
2. Normal shutdown and cutout of the wind turbine generator
3. Fixed pitch generation mode
4. Variable pitch (constant power) generation mode

All of these modes of operation are automatically controlled. Startup and synchronization requires the wind speed to be within an acceptable range for a minimum time duration, followed by maintenance of a phase match between the MOD-OA generator voltage and system voltage for a certain minimum time duration after which the breakers are closed. The blade pitch control then ramps the power at a fixed rate until fixed pitch conditions occur or until the desired power setpoint is reached. Voltage and power transients can be quite significant if out-of-phase synchronization were to occur.

For the second operational mode, a normal shutdown is initiated when the wind speed is either too low or too high. The blade pitch angle is decreased until the wind power output is close to zero at which time the breaker opens. If the current flowing at this time is sizable, the voltage transients can be significant.

In the third mode of operation, the blades are fixed at zero degrees, which optimizes wind power transfer but results in the power output varying with the wind speed squared. The power setpoint on the Block Island MOD-OA is manually adjustable from zero to 350 kW. The purpose of the adjustable setpoint was to allow BIPCO utility personnel to lower than maximum settings of the MOD-OA to prevent the controlling diesel from dropping to less than 50% rated. Operation of the diesels for extended periods at low power levels could result in possible engine damage and/or excess oil accumulation in the exhaust stack. Fixed pitch operation occurs when the wind supplies less power than demanded by the power setpoint. The nature of the dynamic behavior in this mode is dominated by the diesel speed governor controller.

The fourth mode, variable pitch (constant power) operation, has the potential for producing the highest levels of interaction because of the presence of both diesel and wind turbine control loops. When wind power rises above the power (usually 150 kW) setpoint, the pitch control system begins operation to maintain an average power equal to the setpoint. The pitch control system consists of a power measurement transducer, a manual power setpoint control, a proportional-integral feedback function, and a hydraulic actuator which varies the pitch of the blades.

To serve as a basis for comparison, the Block Island system operating with diesel generation alone is first examined.

Characteristic BIPCO Diesel Dynamics (without MOD-OA W TG)

Figure 2 shows the power output from two diesel units (b) and (9) and the system frequency. Unit #8 was set at fixed throttle while the governor of Unit #9 was operational. At a time of approximately 315 seconds, a load increase occurred causing the speed of both diesels and hence system frequency to decrease. Then the governor on Unit #9 responded to maintain system frequency constant by increasing the power. This resulted in a 15 kW power and 0.4 Hz frequency peak-to-peak change. An apparent overshoot of some 20% could be interpreted to be the system characteristic damping; however, random load fluctuations made it difficult to accurately measure the actual value. This is more easily seen in Figure 3 where the load activity makes the system frequency (and thus governor control loop) appear to be in a condition of sustained oscillation. This does not imply a condition of marginal system instability; rather, the frequency of about 1 Hz that dominates in Figure 3 is a characteristic of the BIPCO diesel system.

Figure 2 - Response to a Single Load Application on BIPCO Diesel System (without MOD-OA W TG)

Figure 3 - Normal Load Fluctuation on BIPCO Diesel System (without MOD-OA W TG)
A typical response following MOD-OA wind turbine generator synchronization is shown in Figure 4. The Unit 10 diesel is under governor control, so that as blade pitch angle is ramped up providing wind power contribution, the governor action results in a near "mirror image" power profile to meet the load demand. The power response shows a distinct oscillatory mode of about 0.6 rad/s, beginning shortly after synchronization at about the 162 second point. Also, after ramping to fixed pitch operation at 175 seconds, a damped oscillation of 0.8 rad/s occurs having a peak-to-peak power swing of about 5 kW. The frequency variation is some 0.6 Hz peak-to-peak, and the average voltage at the MOD-OA bus rises to 1.41. The 0.8 Hz frequency is largely dependent on the governor dynamics, while the 0.6 rad/s frequency is the result of the wind on the blade being blocked by the tower—called the tower shadow effect. This effect does not seem to increase the normal 25 peak-to-peak voltage, nor is it visible in the system frequency.

The typical shutdown case is shown in Figure 5. In this case, the damped power oscillation that occurs is somewhat lower in frequency and higher in amplitude compared to that produced during synchronization. An abrupt transient is observed in power or voltage during the generator disconnection. The governor controlled 30 diesel power is observed to have successfully responded to the rapidly decreasing (5 to 10 kW/sec) MOD-OA power prior to generator disconnection.

In both startup and shutdown, the effect of the MOD-OA connection or disconnection in BIPCO system is of about the same magnitude as that produced by normal load fluctuations.

![Figure 4 - Startup and Synchronization of the MOD-OA WTG](image)

![Figure 5 - Normal Shutdown and Cutout of the MOD-OA WTG](image)

**Fixed Pitch Vs. Variable Pitch (Constant Power) Behavior**

An example of comparative performance between fixed, and variable pitch (constant power) control appears in Figure 6. Between 60 and 70 seconds the wind speed is dropping, causing the wind turbine to fall below the 150-kW setpoint. The blade pitch controller in turn changes the blade pitch angle until it reaches its maximum position. This holds out to the 95-second point at which time the increased wind speed causes the power output to rise above the 150-kW setpoint and the blade pitch...
angle changes to reduce output power. At about 110 seconds an oscillation of about 0.9 rad/s develops and persists for several cycles until decreased wind speed again results in fixed pitch operation—at which point the oscillation damps out. The 0.9 rad/s oscillation is readily apparent in the system frequency, resulting in a peak-to-peak variation of about 0.7 Hz. During the fixed pitch intervals, the peak-to-peak system frequency variations do not exceed 0.4 Hz. Figure 6 also demonstrates that the bandwidth of the pitch control loop is much lower than the lower shadow frequency of 6.8 rad/s in that the pitch control output has a negligible amplitude at this frequency.

These variations were among the most severe encountered and did not characterize all fixed-variable intermittent pitch intervals, since the behavior will vary considerably with wind gusting conditions. However, even intervals where the oscillatory amplitudes are lower, they tend to oscillate at about the same dominant frequency, i.e. around 0.9 rad/s. This observation suggests that the oscillatory behavior is significantly related to the pitch controller dynamics.

The fluid coupling shown in Figure 7 transfers speed difference between the MOD-0A and the synchronized wind turbine alternator into power. The actual function is non-linear (square law), but for the model it is linearized, resulting in a constant for the particular power setpoint selected. Figure 8 shows the functional block diagram that is obtained.

Shown in Figure 8 are the control transfer functions applicable to MOD-0A on Block Island. Appearing in a block labeled “data fit pitch response” is a simple lag that was required to match the phase/gain characteristic of the model with that measured from the data. It is applicable only in the region of 0.9 rad/s.
The modelled time response of the MOD-DA to a step change of 100 kw of wind power is shown in Figure 9. Under fixed pitch control on the BIPCO system, the power output has a rise time of 2 seconds and 65% overshoot. The rise time characteristic is affected mostly by the ratio of fluid coupling damping to WGF inertia. The higher the ratio, the faster the response. The overshoot is determined by the system frequency fluctuation resulting from the direct response to the load decrease.

Activation of the pitch control results in an underdamped response with an exponential time constant of 10 seconds (95% settling time of 30 sec.). Although this is a stable response, the low damping allows the oscillation to continue for several cycles before damping out.

If the MOD-DA is connected to a much larger system (an "infinite" bus), the activation of pitch control results in a slightly underdamped response with a time constant of just 3 seconds. Thus, the response of the BIPCO diesels contribute significantly to the 0.9 rad/sec oscillation recorded in the data.

The response of the MOD-DA with pitch control shows considerable improvement by modifying the proportional and integral control gain function from 5.25 * 10^4/s to 40 * 4/s.

![Dynamic Model Response to 100 kW Wind Step Change](image)

Because the optimized proportional-integral gains obtained for the model were not tested on the actual system, the improvement predicted cannot be guaranteed. However, even a partial increase in the damping would probably reduce the system frequency deviations to within the range obtained with diesel operation alone.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Power and voltage transient due to MOD-DA normal startup and shutdown were of insignificant magnitude as were the cyclic power variations due to the tower-shadow effect.

Power fluctuations due to MOD-DA operation under fixed-pitch operation were successfully compensated for by the action of the diesel governor control. As a result, the frequency variations were approximately the same magnitude as those caused by the major load demand fluctuations during diesel operation alone.

MOD-DA operation under variable (constant-power) pitch control resulted in an increase in the amplitude of the undamped system natural frequency (0.9 rad/s). The accompanying frequency variation reached 15% under the most severe conditions for a 150-kw MOD-DA power setpoint. However, linear model analysis suggests that by adjusting the diesel governor and/or blade pitch controller additional damping can be obtained to produce the same performance given by fixed pitch operation.

Wind turbine generation, even when providing a large portion of the power required by an isolated utility can be a practical option resulting in system disturbances no greater than those found in conventional diesel systems.
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An intensive data gathering effort was conducted in 1982 from February through April on the BIPCO system. During this period, system loading was low, so that the 150 kW level of the MOD-0A WTG represented a wind turbine power penetration of up to 60% of the total load demand. The same 40 variables continuously recorded versus time enabled three distinct analysis efforts to be conducted. The first of these focused on the fuel displacement afforded by the WTG operation\(^1\) and the second on the interactive dynamic behavior between the diesel system and MOD-0A WTG\(^2\). This report addresses the effect on performance of three types of WTG field excitation control. These are identified as:

1. Constant var (reactive power) control
2. Constant power factor control
3. Constant voltage control

Each of these modes of reactive power control were manually selectable on the Block Island MOD-0A WTG. For most specific WTG sites, it is most probable that once a control strategy is chosen, it would not be changed. However, having an all three available provided a laboratory-like facility for assessing the advantages and disadvantages of each method as it applied to this particular site.

ANALYSIS

For the BIPCO system operating with diesel generation alone, normally only one diesel generator unit is operating in the controlled constant voltage mode — the others are switched to manual (unregulated) resulting in a constant voltage to be applied to the generator field. In this manual mode, system reactive load requirements can be flexibly met at the option of the system operator. No changes in this basic operating procedure were made by the utility when the MOD-0A wind turbine generator was connected into the grid. To provide some perspective in the usage among the three methods of reactive power control, the following is a discussion of the application to the MOD-0A WTG installed on the BIPCO system and also to utility systems in general.

Constant VAR Control

Prior to, and during the first month (February, 1982) of the data acquisition period, the excitation control on the WTG was maintained in the constant var mode. This choice was based mainly on the fact that WTG synchronization is best maintained by having as high a field excitation as possible. Also, the fact that the impedance between the WTG and the diesel generation buses was small avoided the concern of over or under voltage being a problem at the WTG terminals.
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This control method can assume one of several schemes in accomplishing its stated objective. For example, by removing the terminal voltage feedback signal to the regulator and replacing it with a signal proportional to the reactive power, the latter may be controlled statically or dynamically. Another technique -- the one actually used -- consists of inserting a voltage in series with the voltage reference. Here, the terminal voltage feedback signal is unaltered and an integral reset control changes the reference until the actual reactive power exactly matches the desired setting in steady-state.

The second technique has the advantage of tending to preserve the same transient response as provided by the constant voltage control option. A possible disadvantage is that the capability of achieving supplemental damping of the system natural electrical frequency may be limited by the dominance of the voltage feedback loop. In the case of the generator used, the damping provided is relatively large, so that additional damping from the exciter is not a necessity.

**Constant Power Factor Control**

The constant PF control scheme for excitation control was switched in for evaluation in March of 1982. For a nominal system with non-excessive var requirement (i.e., the lagging power factor load is relatively low), maintaining constant power factor WDG operation would be the most desirable method of excitation control from the standpoint of the effect the WDG generation has on the diesel system. That is, under constant power factor, the WDG appears to the diesel generator as a (negative) fixed impedance load -- as such, this probably imposes the least severe loading constraints since ideally all generating units would be operating at their design power factors.

The method of control of power factor utilizes the same reset function used for var control. The difference is that rather than comparing with a constant reference, the reference is now proportional to the real power. Thus, the ratio of vars to power and hence power factor is maintained constant.

**Constant Voltage Control**

The method of constant voltage control was found to be the least desirable of the three methods for the BIPCO WDG and was evaluated only over a six-hour period in May, 1982. Those systems where constant voltage control does find application occurs when the generating units (wind, diesel, or other) are separated from one another by relatively long transmission times, resulting in terminal voltages which are nearly directly proportional to the level of field excitation. Consequently, to avoid voltage excursions that could be damaging, the field excitation must be controlled by voltage, or at least by having terminal voltage determine the limits of excitation.

A problem with constant voltage control on any type of interconnected synchronous generators (WDG or diesel) is the relative inability to share proportionately the reactive power load. The situation is analogous to real power sharing unbalances that can occur when the speed governors on generators are at a low droop setting -- i.e. a low ratio of speed change to load change. By increasing the speed droop, real power load sharing can be improved. So it is with reactive load. This is achieved by introducing an additional feedback signal to the voltage regulator which is proportional to terminal current and lagging terminal voltage by 90°. In effect, this acts as an inductive reactance placed in series with the generator, but lying outside the voltage regulator loop, so that reactive current is limited. This so-called reactive droop compensation has increasing importance as the impedance of the tie among generators decreases.

The dynamics of the voltage control loop -- formed by regulator/exciter and generator can also affect the system stability in terms of changing the damping of the system natural frequencies. It is found in general that, relative to fixed excitation (no voltage control), the faster the voltage regulator responds, the lower will be the damping of the system natural frequency. It is also possible to produce negative damping from some regulator/exciter designs that interact with the system's natural frequency.

**Data Measurement Results**

Figure 1 is a block/single line diagram that functionally describes the typical BIPCO system configuration during the three-month data instrumentation and collection period with emphasis on the WDG excitation components. The MOD-DA wind generator is a salient pole type whose field is driven by a brushless rotating exciter; the stationary field winding of the latter is in turn powered by a solid-state regulator which includes an adjustable damping feedback circuit. An additional module incorporates the selectable var or PF control action.

The diesel generator complement shown was typically comprised of only two units: one running under both voltage regulation and governor control and the other under fixed excitation and fixed throttle. The excitation units on the diesels are characterized by terminal voltage recovery times in the 1 to 2 second range and for the governor control between 3 and 5 seconds.

As previously reported, the BIPCO system exhibits damped oscillations in the .8 to 1 rad/s range with or without the MOD-DA WDG. When the MOD-DA is connected and in the variable blade pitch (constant power) mode, the magnitude of the system frequency fluctuations can rise above those encountered with diesel operation alone. These oscillations are not confined to the real power component alone -- they also appear on the reactive power related variables. Figure 2 is typical of the performance in the variable pitch/constant power and constant var control modes. All of the variables have been filtered over a 1 second interval to more easily interrelate then.

Figure 2 reveals how well the WDG MOD-DA reactive power is controlled to the 50 kvar setpoint. Also, it is apparent that the controlled diesel (unit #9) supplies the var fluctuations resulting from terminal voltage variations. Another aspect of reactive power behavior is that the fixed excitation diesel generator (unit #8) exhibits var fluctuations 180° out of phase with those of unit #9, so that although unit #8 is supplying a fixed level of vars to the system, it is absorbing a portion of the variational contribution from unit #9. In effect then, the larger the number of generators with fixed excitation, the greater the burden on the controlled unit from a transient or variational standpoint. As shown in Figure 2, generators under constant var control have the advantage of not affecting this fluctuating var component.

Figure 3 is typical of the behavior when the WDG excitation control is in the constant power factor mode. For this particular case, the MOD-DA is operating below the nominal 150 kW setpoint so the blade pitch is fixed. The wind profile during the 60 second segment produces WDG power fluctuations of the same magnitude (i.e., 30-40 kW) as in Figure 2. However, the reactive power variations are noticeably higher than in that case. Also, because unit #10 is the only diesel generator
connected, the variational var component due to a fixed excited
generator is missing, and there is a corresponding reduction in the
peak-to-peak var amplitude of Unit #10. If the ratio of WTG power to
vars is calculated, it is found to have the same relative constancy as
vars did in Figure 2, denoting good control of power factor. Similar to
Figure 2, the power and var fluctuations are in-phase and the
peak-to-peak frequency variations are nearly the same.

Figure 2 - Measured Performance with MDO-DA WTG under Constant
Reactive (var) Control

Figure 3 - Measured Performance with MDO-DA WTG under Constant
Power Factor (PF) Control

Figure 4 shows behavior under constant voltage control with 5% reactive current droop compensation. Here, the wind activity has
minimal gusting activity, with the result that the dominant 0.9 rad/s
oscillation is low. As a result, the var activity of the diesel
generator is relatively low. Compared with the other two schemes, the
WGT var fluctuations are seen in Figure 4 to be higher than those of the diesel generator. Also, the low frequency var and power oscillations are opposite in phase -- the major result of which is that the transient excitation requirements of the diesel unit are minimized.

In examining the foregoing field measurement results, it is difficult to compare and quantify the effect on system voltage and frequency as a function of the type of excitation system alone. A transient (time domain) model of the system block diagram given in Figure 1 was therefore formulated and digitally programmed using constants developed by the equipment manufacturers and given in operational form on Figure 6. The electrical dynamics were represented in detail using the well-known Park transformation equations. The diesel generators were lumped together and represented by a fixed voltage in series with their equivalent transient reactance. This simplified model for the diesel generators was justified primarily on the basis that no evidence of interaction due to the diesel generator excitation system was observed in the data.

For the mechanical portion of the simulation model, it was found convenient to use the model developed in a previous paper. Figure 7 shows how that model has been modified: Here, torque quantities rather than power quantities are used and, rather than assuming power and/or torque on the output side of the fluid coupling to...
be identical to WIG electrical power and/or torque, the latter is now a function of the electrical dynamics of the WIG. Also, the previous model lumped the moments of inertias of the blades, hub, gears, pulleys, and input side of the fluid coupling into a single value. Detailed mechanical modal analysis gives a low, purely mechanical, modal frequency of approximately 20 rad/s for MOD-GA systems. Because the WIG ratio and output fluid coupling inertias are small, the modal frequency formed by these and the equivalent air gap torque spring constant is also in the 20 rad/s region. It, therefore, was deemed advisable to include the mechanical mode to determine if any interaction might occur between these two nearly equal modal frequencies. Two approximately equal inertia constants (J_a, J_b) and a single spring shaft constant K form this simplified blade/hub dynamics portion.

![Figure 6 - Simulation Model for Excitation Systems Evaluation](Image)

Figure 6 - Simulation Model for Excitation Systems Evaluation

![Figure 7 - Mechanical Portion of Model](Image)

Figure 7 - Mechanical Portion of Model

Not appearing in the model of Figure 7 is the blade pitch control and wind dynamics representation. As pointed out in the previous paper, this semi-empirical model was designed to represent only the frequency region around .9 rad/s, and might not be appropriate for behavior over a broader frequency band.

With the model now formulated, the two most significant variables for evaluating system performance are the responses of system voltage and frequency to a step torque equivalent to a rapid increase in wind speed at the turbine blades. Variations of the system frequency (nominal 60 Hz) reflect the dynamic characteristics of both WIG and the diesel generators, and, therefore, it is difficult to assess the relatively minor effect of the WIG excitation system by viewing only the variations in system frequency. A more sensitive measurement is provided by comparing the electrical angle between WIG rotor and diesel interval voltage. The smaller the excursion of this angle, the smaller will be the frequency fluctuations, in general.

Figure 8 shows the response of the electrical angle for four excitation configurations. The peak system angle excursion due to the .5 p.u. wind torque step varies between 0.4 rad for constant PF control to 0.6 rad for constant voltage control at zero droop. By the above criterion then, the PF control is the most effective in minimizing frequency deviation while voltage control with no droop compensation is the least effective. Conversely, as also shown in Figure 8, the voltage regulation is the poorest under PF control and the best under voltage (0% droop) control. However, voltage regulation at the effective system bus will be determined by the voltage regulator on the diesel unit, so from the standpoint of steady-state voltage regulation (i.e., 2 or more seconds following the wind torque transient) at the system bus, WIG voltage regulation is of lesser importance. A characteristic of the var and PF control is that they provide a better damped response by setting the regulator damping gain (GO) to a lower setting. The degree of this improvement is compared in Figure 9. In purely voltage control there is little difference between a damping setting of 1. or .4 so that one setting is feasible for all three control modes.

![Figure 8 - Model Responses to Wind Torque Step](Image)

(Damping Gain, GO = 0.4)
Figure 9 - Sensitivity of var and PF Control Response to Damping Loop Gain GD (Damping Gain, GD = 1.0)

Conclusions

Based on the analysis of the data recordings made on the BIPCO system, comparison among three methods of MOD-OA WTG field excitation (reactive power) control revealed no readily apparent differences in terms of system voltage and frequency (60 Hz) behavior. However, it can be demonstrated by a simulation model that constant power factor control produces a higher transient stability (ability of the WTG to maintain synchronism with the diesel utility) than does either the constant voltage or constant var method.

The low frequency fluctuating reactive power component caused by the combination of MOD-OA WTG, system load and wind dynamics is provided by those generators whose field excitation is under constant voltage control. All generators under fixed excitation or constant power factor control appear to this fluctuating component as an inductive, reactive load, thereby increasing the demand on the voltage controlled generators.

Constant var control has the advantage of providing a non-fluctuating source of reactive power -- a desirable feature when system load is at a low power factor, as was the case during the data collection period on the BIPCO system. At the same time, var control transient stability, while not quite as high as produced by constant power factor control, is higher than that yielded by constant voltage control, and is, therefore, a reasonable compromise.
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